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ABSTRACT
In many global businesses of multinational enterprises, graph-
structure data is usually geographically distributed in different
regions to support low-latency services. Geo-distributed graph pro-
cessing suffers from the Wide Area Networks (WANs) with scarce
and heterogeneous bandwidth, thus essentially differs from tra-
ditional distributed graph processing. In this paper, we propose
RAGraph, a Region-Aware framework for geo-distributed graph pro-
cessing. At the core of RAGraph, we design a region-aware graph
processing framework that allows advancing inefficient global up-
dates locally and enables sensible coordination-free message inter-
actions. RAGraph also contains an adaptive hierarchical message
interaction engine to switch interaction modes adaptively based on
network heterogeneity and fluctuation, and a discrepancy-aware
message filtering strategy to filter important messages. Finally,
the experiments show that RAGraph can achieve 1.69× - 40.53×
speedup and 20.9% - 97% WAN cost reduction compared with state-
of-the-art systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Iterative graph processing has been regarded as a significant para-
digm in many fields. Recently, with the size of graph-structured
data blowing up promptly, research efforts have been made to
extend graph processing to distributed environments to handle
computation over large-scale graphs, and have made great progress
from both theory perspective and system perspective [19, 24, 25, 30,
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Figure 1: An example of geo-distributed graph processing.
(a) The bandwidth of geo-distributed networks; (b) perfor-
mance of geo-distributed and single-site iterative graph pro-
cessing; (c) performance breakdown of sync/async parallel
processing modes on geo-distributed networks.

44, 45, 78]. These works have significantly enhanced the processing
of iterative graph algorithms from many aspects, such as graph
partition, processing model design, parallel algorithm design, etc.

Unfortunately, most of the existing frameworks assume that the
graph-structured data is distributed to multiple machines within
a single-site data center, which is equipped with high network
bandwidth and homogeneous communication links. While in real-
world application scenarios, geographically distributing the graph-
structured data across multiple data centers is often necessary due
to various constraints. A typical example is managing global-scale
social networks across countries. Facebook has established over 20
data centers located in Europe, Asia, and America, and almost 90% of
its daily active users are outside North America [5]. Another typical
application with geographically distributed graphs is federated
graph computation [10, 72], in which multiple data owners share
partial access permission to their local graphs stored in private data
centers and collaboratively execute graph analytics on the data
union. In such geo-distributed applications, multiple data centers are
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connected by Wide Area Networks (WANs), which results in scarce
and heterogeneous network bandwidth [51, 52]. The increasing data
protection requirements [62] also make redistributing data among
data centers impossible. Therefore, traditional graph partitioning
methods [15, 42, 60] and parallel processing model designs [24, 74]
are no longer effective.

We summarize two essential challenges that lead to the ineffi-
ciencies in geo-distributed iterative graph processing through an
illustrative example.

Example 1: Figure 1a illustrates the network topology of a Al-
iCloud ECS geo-distributed cluster. The cluster consists of three
geo-distributed data centers D1, D2, and D3, each of which is an
8-node cluster connected by 10 Gbps Ethernet. In contrast, the
network bandwidth between data centers can only reach up to
100 Mbps and be heterogeneous due to diverse WAN connections.
Moreover, the WAN links are unstable due to network fluctuation,
whichmay occur even in a short period [11]. Traditional distributed
graph processing systems treat the worker as peer workers and
assume each pair of them has the same network bandwidth. Based
on this, their optimization and scheduling strategies are of a global
uniform mindset, which leads to hardly adapting to heterogeneous
geo-distributed systems with hierarchy network connections.

To expose the challenges raised by the above issues in iterative
graph processing, we run the PageRank algorithm on Twitter graph
[12] on two clusters with different configurations. The first cluster
consists of 24 AliCloud ECS instances (8vCPU and 64GB memory),
all located within a single-site data center. These instances are in-
terconnected via a 10Gbps Ethernet network. The second cluster
consists of 24 ECS instances with identical configurations, and the
instances are deployed across three geo-distributed data centers.
Within each data center, there are 8 ECS instances connected via a
10Gbps local Ethernet network. The three data centers are intercon-
nected by WANs. Figure 1a illustrates the bidirectional bandwidths
of each data center. We test a state-of-the-art synchronous parallel
system, GRAPE [24], on both clusters (i.e., Single-Site-Sync and
Geo-Sync) and, additionally, an advanced asynchronous parallel
processing system, Maiter [74], on the geo-distributed cluster (i.e.,
Geo-Async). The overall computation, communication, and block-
ing time are reported in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows the performance
breakdown of geo-distributed iterative graph processing under two
parallel processing models (sync and async). Compared with pro-
cessing in a single-site data center, most of the increased running
time in geo-distributed data centers is communication and blocking
time, which the inefficient and heterogeneous WANs cause.

□

Example 1 raises two essential challenges of the geo-distributed
iterative graph processing due to the hierarchical and heteroge-
neous networks.

Imbalance of Message Transmission. Message transmission time be-
tween data centers is much longer than that within a data center,
which results in communication time among data centers occupying
most of the execution time, as shown in Figure 1b. Therefore, reduc-
ing cross-datacenter communication is the key to geo-distributed
graph processing. In addition, the imbalance and fluctuation of net-
work transmission between data centers make inefficient utilization

of WAN resources on partial transmission links. Worse, successive
iterations exacerbate the imbalanced message transmission in iter-
ative graph processing, which is more time-consuming.

Inefficiency of Graph Processing Model. Synchronous graph process-
ing models, e.g., the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [61],
require coordinated computation (i.e., local) and communication
(i.e., global) among vertices in each iteration in order to simplify
the parallel semantic [45]. When it comes to geo-distributed data
centers, the bandwidth among which is highly heterogeneous, the
barriers will block the messages (i.e., coordinated waiting) in each
superstep and dramatically increase the time cost. Back to Figure 1c,
D1 and D2 get stuck in blocking until D3 finishes communication,
thus resulting in a long blocking time of Geo-Sync. Conversely,
Geo-Async under Asynchronous Parallel (AP) model [44, 74] allows
workers to execute independently to avoid coordinated waiting but
incurs frequent communication and high transmission cost. There-
fore, both synchronous and asynchronous parallel models are not
well-qualified for geo-distributed graph processing.

Among the various graph processing systems, Monarch [39],
GeoGraph [71], and PGPregel [77] are designed for geo-distributed
graph processing. Monarch reduces WAN usage for synchronous
parallel processing by optimizing local computation under the GAS
model. GeoGraph reduces communication over the WANs by con-
structing hierarchical clustering among data centers. Both of them
enhance the performance of geo-distributed graph processing tasks,
but inevitably coordinate with other workers on the WANs and fail
to consider the impact of network fluctuation. On the other hand,
PGPregel focuses on efficient geo-distributed privacy protection by
integrating differential privacy into graph processing.

RAGraph. To address these problems, we design and implement
a Region-Aware framework for iterative graph algorithms in geo-
distributed environments. The framework (1) allows advancing in-
efficient global updates to local computation to optimize execution
time, (2) designs a two-layer coordination-free message interac-
tion view to eliminate coordinated waiting, and (3) mitigates the
impact of network congestion by replacing communication roles.
The framework implements unified message management through
the proxy in combination with the above designs. Furthermore,
based on the Region-Aware framework, we propose two runtime
optimizations, including an adaptive hierarchical message inter-
action engine and a discrepancy-aware message filtering strategy.
The adaptive hierarchical message interaction engine proposes two
message interaction ideas of eager/lazy for network heterogeneity,
and switches between both modes adaptively by analyzing the com-
munication link status to address the impact of network fluctuation.
On the other hand, we develop an adaptive buckets structure in
discrepancy-aware message filtering. The range of buckets adap-
tively adjusts with iterations to filter the important messages of the
current phase from the messages generated by different iterations.

Region-Aware framework and runtime optimizations can im-
prove efficiency and guarantee correctness for a considerable scope
of iterative graph algorithms aligned with the monotonic property.
To integrate all these effective methods together, we have developed
a new geo-distributed graph processing system, called RAGraph.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
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• Region-Aware Graph Processing Framework. We design a
Region-Aware framework for geo-distributed graph processing
based on three helpful observations. By employing proxy, the
framework allows advancing inefficient global updates locally,
enables coordination-free message interaction, and implements
replacement communication on congested networks.

• Adaptive Hierarchical Message Interaction Engine. Follow-
ing the Region-Aware graph processing framework, we design
and implement a geo-distributed message interaction engine that
can guide global message interaction in eager/lazy modes and
adaptively switch between the twomodes to adapt to complicated
inter-region networks.

• Adaptive Message Filtering Strategy.We filter globally trans-
mitted discrepant messages to reduce communication cost and
design and implement an adaptive buckets structure to adjust
the filtering range of important messages adaptively.

2 PRELIMINARIES
This section reviews the preliminaries for the vertex-centric model
and monotonic property of iterative graph algorithms.

Graphs. A graph G = (V , E,C) consists of a finite set V of vertices,
a set E of directed edges with each (u,v) ∈ E representing a directed
edge from vertex u to vertex v , and a series of functions C which
represents the characterizations C(i)

V (v) or C(j)
E (e) owned by vertex

v in V or edge e in E.

Geo-Distributed Graphs. Given a graph G = (V , E,C), a geo-
distributed partition of G, denoted by S = {G1,G2, ...,Gh } with
Gi = (Vi , Ei ,Ci ), is a set of induced subgraphs of G . satisfying that:
(i) ∪hi=1Ei = E; and (ii) Ei ∩ Ej = ∅ for ∀i , j. If a node v ∈ Gi has
edges connected to another subgraph G j (j , i), v is defined as a
boundary vertex.W.l.o.g., we assume data centers {D1, ...,Dh } are
geo-distributed and data center Di stores the subgraph Gi .

Vertex-Centric Model. Many graph processing systems adopt the
"think like a vertex" programming model [47], which uses a vertex-
centric program P to abstract graph algorithm operators for the
input graph G. P is executed on each vertex iteratively, and the
program executed on v , say Pv , will interact with the programs on
v’s neighbors in each iteration. P is performed for iterations until
the states of the vertices converge. Formally, P can be represented
by a triple (A,U,I) for each vertex, where the aggregation func-
tion A aggregates the messages received from neighbors, update
function U updates the vertex state, and interaction function I

defines how vertices interact. Specifically, For a vertex v at the i-th
iteration, the program Pv performs as follows:

x iv = A(Mi−1
v )

siv = U(si−1v , x
i
v ) (1)

mi
v ,w = I(siv , x

i
v ,CE (v,w)) (∀w ∈ Nout (v))

where Mi−1
v is defined as the set of messages sent from the ver-

tices pointing to v , i.e., Mi−1
v = {mi−1

u ,v | e(u,v) ∈ E}. x iv is the
aggregation result of v obtained by A and siv denotes the current
state of vertex v at round i . Based on the state si−1v of the previous
round and the aggregation result x iv , v updates its state siv by U.
Finally, vertex v generates the messages for each out edge (v,w)

Table 1: A list of graph algorithms withmonotonic property

Algo. A I Algo. A I

PageRank sum d × xv /Nv SSSP min xv +CE (v ,w )

Katz metric sum β × xv CC max xv

Adsorption sum
pcontw × xv
×CE (v ,w )

PHP sum
d × xv ×CE (v ,w )

or 0 (w = source )
SimRank sum d/(Nv × Nw ) HITS sum d × xv
Computing
Paths in DAG

count max BFS min xv + 1

based on siv , x iv , and CE (v,w), and sends to v’s neighbors by I.
Here Nout (v) = {w | e(v,w) ∈ E}.

Monotonic Property. Many iterative graph algorithms in vertex-
centric programs exhibit monotonicity. That is, the vertex state
varies monotonically until convergence. Compared with the vanilla
program in Equation (1), these algorithms natively have identi-
cal A and U, and I does not take the state as the input, i.e.,
I(x iv ,CE (v,w)). Besides, A and I satisfy the monotonic conditions.

Monotonic Conditions. A and I satisfy monotonic conditions if:
(C1) A(X ∪ Y ) = A(Y ∪ X ) and A(A(X ) ∪ Y ) = A(X ∪ Y )

(C2) I(A(X ∪ Y )) = A(I(X ) ∪ I(Y ))

Condition (C1) indicates thatA is commutative and associative [66,
74] so that messages can be partially aggregated and updated by
A. Condition (C2) relaxes the restriction on the composition order
of A and I. In other words, A can be eliminated from a series
of sequential A, I operations. It also states that the input of I
contains the intermediate result and omits the vertex state [28].
Table 1 summarizes some typical iterative graph algorithms that
satisfy the monotonic property.

The monotonic property makes it possible for more flexible iter-
ative processing and has been regarded in traditional graph analy-
sis [24, 26, 29, 54, 63, 66, 74]. This paper focuses on algorithms with
the monotonic property in geo-distributed environments. Hence-
forth, we denote the set of partial messages from the element group
∗ asMi

∗ and use A andU interchangeably.

Example 2: We take an iterative graph algorithm, delta-based
PageRank [74], as an example of execution in a monotonic fashion,
which can be represented as follows:

• A(Mi−1
∗,v ) = sum(Mi−1

∗,v ); A(si−1v , x
i
v ) = sum(si−1v , x

i
v );

• I(x iv ,CE (v,w)) = d × x iv/Nv (∀w ∈ Nout (v)).

Here d is a constant damping factor, and Nv denotes the out-degree
of a vertex v in graph G. Initially, s0v = 0 andM0

v = {1 − d} for all
v ∈ V . When executing, since aggregation functionA (i.e., sum) has
commutative and associative properties satisfying condition (C1),
the vertex v can gather partial messages from incoming neighbors
and use them to update its state monotonically. Then v computes
the message for interaction, i.e., d × x iv/Nv , by the interaction
function I from the gathered partial messages and propagates the
message to outgoing neighbors. It is evident that A and I satisfy
condition (C2). Intuitively, vertex v can use messages from part of
neighbors to complete one iterative operation, which is friendly to
eliminating coordinated operations.

□
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Figure 2: An example of Region-Aware framework: (a) cross-datacenter ping-pong effect; (b) two-layer view of local-global
interaction; (c) a replacement communication strategy; (d) Region-Aware proxy design.

3 REGION-AWARE GRAPH PROCESSING
FRAMEWORK

This section begins with three observations under the monotonic
property to draw inspiration for RAGraph’s framework design, then
proposes the design details of the framework, and ends with the
theoretical analysis.

3.1 Observations
We start with a toy example and three observations that could help
optimize geo-distributed graph processing. In a geo-distributed
cluster, as reported in Figure 1a, a sample graph is given with 12
vertices distributed, as shown in Figure 2a, of which 6 are boundary
vertices through whose messages sent to other data centers will
suffer from inefficient and heterogeneous WANs. In comparison,
the subgraph within the data center is executed on efficient LANs.

Observation 1: Ping-Pong Effect. Consider the execution of
PageRank at the blue arrows in Figure 2a. For the message initiated
from v10 transferred via v3 to v12, v3 first receives the message
m(10,3) from v10, and then generates a messagem(3,12) to send to
v12 with value d ×m(10,3)/Nv3 , which suffers from inefficient WAN
transmission. We call this the ping-pong effect. An alternative way
is to use messagem(10,3) to directly generatem(3,12) in data cen-
ter D3 by d ×m(10,3)/Nv3 , if D3 has knowledge of the vertex v3’s
out-degree Nv3 . Consequently, the locally generated messages (e.g.,
m(3,12)) can be used directly for subsequent computations in D3
without waiting for the cross-datacenter propagation. Afterward,
m(10,3) is sent to v3, as messagem(3,12) has been applied from v10
tov12 withoutv3,m(10,3) only interacts viav3 with other neighbors
of v3 except v12. Since communications between data centers are
inefficient, by avoiding the round-trip transmission waiting, this
can boost the message passing and result in a shorter running time.

In addition, the ping-pong effect occurs in other communication-
intensive boundary structures. As the red bidirectional arrow in
Figure 2a shows, both v6 and v10 can compute locally via the ping-
pong effect by using the messages sent to each other. Besides, as
the yellow arrows show, D1 can first aggregate the messages from
v1 and v2 locally, i.e., m(∗,6) = sum(m(1,6),m(2,6)), and then lo-
cally generate the messagem(6,3) in advance using the aggregated
messagem(∗,6) for the subsequent computation of v3.

Observation 2: Inefficient Local-Global Uniform Interaction.
Consider the imbalance of network bandwidth between the inside
(i.e., local) and outside (i.e., global) of the data center and among data
centers. The general approach of applying a uniform interaction

pattern suffers from efficiency gaps due to imbalanced networks.
Specifically, all workers in each iteration coordinated perform global
message interaction (e.g., BSP model [61]), limited by the imbal-
anced global network resulting in coordinated waiting. Besides, the
local-global alternate execution suffers from LAN-WAN bandwidth
imbalance, resulting in local message interaction being subject to
inefficient global message interaction. This motivated us to layer
the message interaction based on the network and connect the
layers via vertex replicas.

Based on the above considerations, we propose a two-layer
coordination-free message interaction view, as shown in Figure
2b, to eliminate forced global message interaction per iteration
and coordination on global. Take PageRank as an example. At
the lower layer of the view, a data center, e.g., D2, computes lo-
cal PageRank scores sv via locally generated partial messages, i.e.,
d × sum(M∗,v )/Nv , where M∗,v = {∪m(u ,v) | u ∈ VD2 }, on the
subgraph as an independent execution unit without forced global
message interaction. The replicas (e.g., v6 in D1 and D3) initiate
the lower-upper layer interaction in different data centers only
when necessary. At the upper layer of the view, global message
interactions are performed via replicas without full attendance to
eliminate coordinated waiting and provide fresh global messages,
i.e.,M∗,v = {∪m(u ,v) | u ∈ V \VD2 }, for lower-layer computations
in D2. Afterward,VD2 can immediately use the received M∗,v for
local computation without coordinating with other parties.

Observation 3: Replica Replaceable Communication. In prac-
tice, the bandwidth between data centers is allocated based on
typical or average usage rather than peak usage [59], resulting in
intermittent network congestion (a.k.a. network fluctuation). When
network congestion occurs, the network throughput on the data
center link drops, resulting in round-trip of message delays, the
time of which fluctuates from hundreds of milliseconds to seconds
or more [16], making transmission inefficient.

Based on themessage passing ofv6 in the upper layer of Figure 2b
with the original vertex v6 in D2 and replicas of v6 in D1 and D3.
Consider the typical communication pattern shown in the upper
part of Figure 2c, and still take PageRank as an example. Both
replicas of v6 send messages to original v6 in D2, then original v6
aggregates the messages from both replicas and local neighbors,
i.e., xv6 = sum{m(D1,v6),m(D2,v6),m(D3,v6)}, and generates new
messages (i.e., d ×xv6/Nv6 ) to be scattered back to D1 and D3. Such
one-to-many communications result in a large inflow and outflow
of messages on the "one" side (i.e., D2). Transmission delays are
intolerable when congestions occur on the network links of D2.
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Intuitively, as long as any replica ofv6 knows thev6’s out-degree
Nv6 , the aggregation (e.g., sum{m(D1,v6),m(D2,v6),m(D3,v6)}) and
generation (e.g., d × xv6/Nv6 ) of messages can be performed. So
we can find a substitute to share the congested communication. As
shown in the lower part of Figure 2c, a replica of v6 in the current
congestion-free data center, D3, is selected as a replacement for the
original v6 in D2 to centrally handle communications and message
interaction from v6 in D1 and D2.

3.2 Region-Aware Message Management
The observations in Section 3.1 inspire us to design a Region-Aware
message management framework. Figure 2d illustrates the structure
of the Region-Aware framework. Specifically, each data center Dk
constructs a proxy Pk ,l for each remote data center Dl (k , l).
Each proxy uniformly maintains the corresponding datacenter-wide
replicas. That is, the proxy is responsible for the global message
interaction and replaceable communication at the upper layer and
assisting acceleration of the ping-pong effect at the lower layer in
the two-layer interaction view, e.g., P3,1 generates the message sent
back from v3 to v12 directly with cached messagemv3 .

Formally, we define the workflow of the Region-Aware message
management as follows:

For any vertex v ∈ Vk :

lx iv = A

(
{mi−1

u ,v | u ∈ Vk }
)
, (2)

дx iv = A

(
{mi−1

u ,v | u ∈ V \Vk }
)
, (3)

siv = A

(
si−1v ,A

(
lx iv ,дx

i
v
) )
, (4)

mi
v ,w = I

(
A

(
lx iv ,дx

i
v
)
,CE (v,w)

)
forw ∈ Vk , (5)

mi
v ,w = I

(
A

(
lx iv , {m

i−1
u ,v | u ∈ V \Vl }

)
,CE (v,w)

)
forw ∈ Vl (l , k).

(6)
For any proxy Pk ,l :

mi
Pk ,w

= I

(
A

(
{mi

v ,w | v ∈ Vk }
) )

forw ∈ Vl , (7)

mi+1
Pl ,u
= I

(
mi
Pk ,w
,CE (w,u)

)
for u ∈ Vk andw ∈ Vl . (8)

For any vertex v , in each iteration, v in data center Dk first
aggregates the messages received from its local neighbors (Equa-
tion (2)) and other data centers (Equation (3)), then updates its state
in the i-th round based on the aggregation results (Equation (4)).
It finally generates messages to its local neighbors (Equation (5))
and remote neighbors (Equation (6)). Equation (6) indicates that
the generated messages sent to the remote proxy in Dl are only
based on the messages from the data centers except forDl , since our
optimization corresponding to Observation 1 (i.e., the ping-pong
effect) has already applied the effect of the messages from Dl in
last round. All vertex operations (Equation (2) - (6)) occur on the
lower layer of the two-layer interaction view.

For any proxy Pk ,l , for two-layer interaction view, Pk ,l takes
different interaction functions for upper-layer message interaction
and lower-layer message management. Specifically, at the upper
layer, Pk ,l sends the cached messages to the remote data center
Dl through a direct interaction function I (Equation (7)) without
coordinating with other proxies. At the lower layer, considering

AggMsg CharacterizationLocalNbrVid

...

... ...

Mark

...

... ...

 
  ...

 
   ...

 
  ...

    

Null

v1 1

v2

v3

Pk,l

Pk,h

1

0

A(MPk,v1)

A(MPk,v2)

A(MPl,v3) Null

w1,w2...wj CV(v1)|CE(v1,w)

u1,u2...un CV(v2)|CE(v1,u)

Figure 3: InterTable structure for proxy.
the ping-pong effect, Pk ,l directly computes the message that will
be sent back to local neighbor u from remote neighborw through
the cached message to apply it to u one step ahead through the
interaction function I (Equation (8)).

Design of Proxy. Multiple proxies are deployed in each data center,
which play a key role in Region-Aware framework. Each proxy
maintains a table for region-aware interaction, called InterTable.
The InterTable for Pk ,l maintains the necessary information for local
and remote boundary vertices between data centers Dk and Dl . As
shown in Figure 3, each row maintains the cached information for
a vertex identified by Vid. The Mark column marks whether the
vertex is outside (resp. inside) the data center with value 1 (resp. 0).
The column AggMsg is used for caching the aggregated messages.
For example, when messages targeted at a remote vertex v1, i.e.,
MPk ,v1 , they are aggregated and cached in the AggMsg column
before being sent to the remote data center, which is illustrated in
Equation (7). For the incoming message, when a message targeted
at a local vertex v3 is received from data center Dl , the proxy
Pk ,l first caches the message in column AggMsg, and then v3 will
pull the cached messages from Pk ,l to avoid multi-proxy write
conflicts to v3. For the rows associated with remote vertices, a
LocalNbr column storing the neighbors located inDk and a column
Characterization storing the vertex or edge associated property
are designed, which are used to optimize the computation of the
ping-pong effect as shown in Equation (8).

Design of Communication Module. All replicas can directly
communicate with the original vertex using Equation (7) at the
upper layer through proxies. In order to implement the replaceable
communication described in Section 3.1, we need to get the global
network status and redirect the proxy’s communication to specify
where the new "original" vertex is. Specifically, the proxy monitors
the current network status and shares global information between
the proxies on a time window ∆T . When congestion occurs on Dk ,
the data center with the lowest average round-trip delays for that
time interval, say Dl , will take over the corresponding task based
on the replicas associated with Dk . Accordingly, the Mark of the
replicas in the InterTable is modified to 0 (i.e., inside vertex) on
Pl ,k , and then performed as a local vertex. Note that subject to
the shared global network status, all proxies know whom to send
messages to without coordination. The proxies only need to adjust
the communication route from P∗,k to P∗,l .

Example 3: The delta-based PageRank algorithm in the Region-
Aware framework can be implemented as follows:

• A(Mi−1
∗,v ) = sum(Mi−1

∗,v ); A(si−1v , x
i
v ) = sum(si−1v , x

i
v );

• I(x iv ,CE (v,w)) = d × x iv/Nv (∀w ∈ Nout (v));
• I(x iPk ,w

) = x iw (∀w ∈ Vl ).
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PageRank uses sum to aggregate messages from local (i.e., lx iv ) and
remote (i.e., дx iv ) neighbors and update state siv . Since condition
(C2) holds, the interaction functionI, i.e.,d×x iv/Nv , can be applied
to multiparty operations. In the ping-pong effect, the proxy uses
the cached global messages x iw to generate new local messages. In
the two-layer view, vertex v in the lower layer can continuously
generate local and global messages viaI from lx iv orдx iv , and useI
in the upper layer to send global messages x iw without coordination.
In addition, the proxy can perform I replacing the congested side
when it knows the v’s out-degree Nv .

□

3.3 Theoretical Analysis
This subsection provides a theoretical analysis for the proper exe-
cution of the Region-Aware framework.

Conditional Equivalence of the Ping-Pong Effect. We illus-
trate that optimizing the ping-pong effect is conditionally equiva-
lent to vertex-centric synchronous processing. Following the vertex-
centric model, i.e., Equation (1), we simplify I(x iv ,CE (v,w)) as
I(x iv ) and reorganize I in a monotonic fashion:

mi
v ,w = I(A(Mi−1

v )) (9)

= I(A(∪
j
k=1m

i−1
k ,v )) (10)

= A
(
∪
j
k=1 I(m

i−1
k ,v )

)
(11)

where x iv = A(Mi−1
v ) andMi−1

v = ∪
j
k=1m

i−1
k ,v . Equation (11) is true

when obeying condition (C2), and it indicates that I is allowed to
be applied to partial messages independently. Thus, the ping-pong
effect can be optimized locally using local partial messages. If con-
dition (C1) holds, the complete messagemi

v ,w of the i-th iteration
can be obtained by splicing the partial messages I(mi−1

k ,v ) using A.
Additionally, the vertex state can be updated using A monotoni-
cally applying partial results from I. In summary, the ping-pong
effect optimization can obtain the same results as the vertex-centric
synchronous processing under monotonic conditions.

Feasibility of Coordination-free Interaction. Coordinating the
consistency among data centers with heterogeneous networks is
inefficient, and a coordination-free message interaction between
replicas with ping-pong computation may confuse the process. We
introduceDelta State Conflict-free Replicated Data Type (δ -CRDT) [7,
55] to guarantee the Strong Eventual Consistency between replicas
(i.e., all correct replicas reach the same state without conflicts).

δ -CRDT provides amutation functionmδ for an update operation,
and the state transition of each replica by joining (i.e.,⊔) the current
state s andmδ (s), i.e., s ′ = s ⊔mδ (s). Interactions between replicas
are occurred by joining each other’s mutation updatesmδ (s∗).

Assume (1) ⊔ is associative, commutative, and idempotent (i.e.,
ACI property), (2) the object has causal consistency assurance, and
(3)mδ (s) on each replica is joined to each other at least once, then
δ -CRDT guarantees that all replicas eventually reach a consistent
convergence state without conflicts.

Applying CRDT to Graph Processing.Back to the iterative graph pro-
cessing with monotonic property, A and I can be analogous to
the join (i.e., ⊔) and mutation (i.e., mδ ) functions of δ -CRDT re-
spectively. Specifically, the state of vertex v after i iterations is:

siv = A(si−1v ,A(Mi−1
v )) (12)

= A
(
si−1v ,∪

j
k=1m

i−1
k ,v

)
(13)

= A(si−1v ∪ I(x i−11,v ) ∪ ... ∪ I(x i−1j ,v )) (14)

where mi−1
k ,v = I(x i−1k ,v ). Following the conditions (C1) and (C2),

Equation (12) can be reorganized to obtain Equation (14). Equa-
tion (14) can be considered that part of the messages (e.g.,mi−1

v ,v )
come from v , while others (e.g., ∪j

k=1{m
i−1
k ,v | k , v} ) come from

the replicas. As a result, all replicas useA to join the new messages
through the mutation of I. We next explore in detail the feasibility
of A and I to ensure the correct execution following δ -CRDT.

Causal Consistency. Causal consistency means that all "causally" re-
lated (or potentially related) events must appear in the same order.
δ -CRDT guarantees correct causality by specifying the causal merg-
ing of a group of mutation updates. For iterative graph processing,
following monotonic property, we have:

Theorem 1: Consider iterative graph processing P with A and I

for multi-replica participation. If A and I satisfy the monotonic con-
ditions, then RAGraph with A, I and P guarantees that successive
joins on individual proxies have no causality. □

Proof sketch: Based on monotonic property, the state sn of a
vertex after n iterations is:

sn =A
(
sn−1,A(Mn−1)

)
=A

(
A(sn−2,A(Mn−2)) ∪ A ◦ I(A(Mn−2))

)
=A

(
s0 ∪ (A ◦ I)(M0) ∪ . . . ∪ (A ◦ I)n (M0)

) (15)

Here ◦ is the function composition operator, which represents a set
of operations to be applied consecutively, e.g.,A◦I(M) = A(I(M)).
s0 and M0 denote the initial vertex state and the intermediate
message set, respectively. For arbitrary round i , i > 0, we have
A(Mi ) = A ◦ I(A(Mi−1)) = A ◦ I(Mi−1) and Mi = ∪jm

i un-
der monotonic conditions. We decompose the set M0 (i.e., sn =
A((s0 ∪ (A ◦ I)(∪jm

0) ∪ ... ∪ (A ◦ I)n (∪jm
0))). Following con-

dition (C2), any unorderedm (e.g., {mi ,mi−3,mi+3}) can be joined
to act on I. Therefore, when the set M0 is dispersed among the
replicas, there is no causality in the message delivery between the
proxies under the established correct rules. □

ACI Property. δ -CRDT guarantees eventual consistency and con-
vergence of replicas via the ACI property. However, as mentioned
previously, condition (C1) defines the commutative and associa-
tive properties of A but has no constraint on idempotence (i.e.,
A(X ,X ) = X ). For example, PageRank’s aggregation function sum
does not satisfy the idempotent property. The idempotent prop-
erty avoids duplicate delivery anomaly. Theorem 2 gives system
constraints to guarantee the equivalence with ACI property.

Theorem 2: Assume an underlying reliable communication protocol.
If each message is aggregated by A to each replica exactly once, and
the replica performs exactly-once interaction with its neighbors by I,
then all replicas reach the same state without time constraint. □
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Proof sketch: Define an elementary message as one that does not
go through other vertices except its destination. Our observation is
that for a pair of adjacent vertices u,v in different data centers Dk
and Dl , respectively, there will be only one elementary message
from u to v , the path of which is u −→ Pk ,l −→ v . The value of
the message will be affected by the interaction function I and I

in path u −→ Pk ,l and Pk ,l −→ v , respectively. Since I does not
change the input, the value of the message from u to v is exactly
I(x iu ,CE (u,v)), same as the value directly received from u.

From the vertex-centric model in Section 2, we know that the
result of the complete message obtained by vertex v in round i-
th is A({mi−1

u ,v | e(u,v) ∈ E}). Based on Equation (2) and (3), the
intermediate result of v in the i-th round would be A(lx iv ,дx

i
v ) =

A({mi−1
u ,v | e(u,v) ∈ E}). Therefore, when aggregating дx iv from

other replicas exactly once, a complete and correct message result
from the current round is obtained. □

Based on the above analysis, the Region-Aware framework satis-
fies the three conditions of δ -CRDT based on monotonic property
guaranteeing coordination-free interactions on the replicas. It also
indicates the capabilities’ equivalence of all replicas, which pro-
vides theoretical support for replica replaceable communication for
Observation 3 in Section3.1.

Correctness of Two-layer Message Interaction. In the Region-
Aware framework, two-layer coordination-free message interaction
view can be seen as message passing at different paces between
the lower layer (i.e., local messages) and the upper layer (i.e., global
messages). The following demonstrates the convergence of two-
layer message interaction under the overall view.

Divide local and global messages into consecutive time periods
in asynchronous paces and define Mt = (lx ∪ дx)t as the set of
messages received from the two layers at the t-th time period. For
asynchronous message passing, it will converge to:

Rasync = A
(
Xinit ∪ I ◦ A(M0) ∪ ... ∪ I ◦ A(M∞)

)
(16)

whereXinit represents the initial states of the vertices. DefineMt ,q

as the set of messages that have passed through a q-hop path in
Mt and we haveMt = ∪∞

q=0M
t ,q . Then, we have:

Rasync = A(Xinit ∪ ∪∞
t=0A(∪∞

q=0I ◦ A(Mt ,q ))). (17)

If the monotonic conditions (C1), (C2) hold, we reorganize the
messages according to the number of hops:

Rasync = A(Xinit ∪ ∪∞
q=0A(∪∞

t=0I ◦ A(Mt ,q ))). (18)

Notice that A(∪∞
t=0I ◦A(Mt ,q )) is exactly the intermediate result

by the messages passing through q hops. We have shown that the
value of a message varies fromm toI(m) every time it goes through
onemore path (nomatter the lower layer or the upper layermessage
passing). This means A(∪∞

t=0I ◦A(Mt ,q )) is exactly the complete
result at q-th round in synchronous paces. Thus, the Region-Aware
framework can converge correctly in finite time under two-layer
message interaction.

The intuition behind our discussion is that the two-layer inter-
action view can treat local and remote neighbor messages indepen-
dently. Thus, the vertex may obtain only partial results on different
hops at different moments. Still, in a finite time, by splicing the
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...

...
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v1 v2

v3 v4

Figure 4: Adaptive hierarchical interaction engine structure.

complete messages on all hops, the vertex can obtain the same
results as synchronization.

RAGraph Application Scope. RAGraph focuses on iterative
graph algorithms aligned with the monotonic property. Besides the
examples listed in Table 1, some classic iterative graph algorithms
are well-supported, such as MinimalSpanningTree [32], FacilityLo-
cation [49], WidestPath [8], and Min/Max Label Propagation [27],
etc. On the contrary, some graph algorithms do not obey the mono-
tonic property. For example, GCN-Forward [41], whose aggregation
function A is sum, satisfies condition (C1), but the activation func-
tions like ReLU, Sigmoid, etc., as interaction functions do not satisfy
condition (C2). In addition, Graph Coloring [46], Triangle Count-
ing [6], etc., require the complete neighbor messages to be obtained
simultaneously and do not satisfy the monotonic conditions. In
this regard, RAGraph can support their correct execution with a
generic vertex-centric model.

4 HETEROGENEOUS-AWARE MESSAGE
PASSING MANAGEMENT

This section presents two important runtime optimizations based
on the Region-Aware framework, i.e., the adaptive hierarchical mes-
sage interaction and discrepancy-aware message filtering strategy.

4.1 Adaptive Hierarchical Message Interaction
RAGraph adopts the two-layer message interaction view to cast
off the coordination overhead. To adapt to the heterogeneous and
fluctuating networks in geo-distributed environments, we design
an adaptive hierarchical message interaction engine for the upper-
lower layer, which takes into account the network status on the ba-
sis of coordination-free message interaction. Our approach derives
from two insights into the message passing in geo-distributed envi-
ronments. First, as shown in Example 1, the bandwidth of WANs is
scarcer than that of LANs and highly heterogeneous. As a result, the
commonly adopted real-time message passing in the asynchronous
model will generate frequent cross-datacenter communication and
cause an intolerant overhead. In contrast, an alternative way is to
focus on the computation in the lower-layer subgraphs to achieve
significant message interaction with less frequent communication
but ignores precious WAN resource utilization. A better way is to
consider combining the two in the network status.
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Figure 5: Buckets for message filtering. Cycle: cached out-
ward message (the darker the color, the larger the values).

Second, the data transmission rate between data centers fluc-
tuates significantly [11, 35]. Meanwhile, during the iterative com-
putation, the number of vertices activated for computing in data
centers changes dynamically, which leads to a variable amount
of transmitted messages. From this perspective, RAGraph needs
to adaptively switch message interaction strategies based on the
current network transmission status.

Basic Idea. Based on the above considerations, we design and im-
plement an adaptive hierarchical message interaction engine on
the proxy. The key idea of the engine is to allow hierarchical mes-
sage interactions and to adaptively choose the message interaction
strategies based on the status of the network. The proxies in the
Region-Aware framework are equipped with two types of message
interactions: eager message interaction for timely vertex updates
and lazy message interaction for significant vertex updates.

For the part of the network with low latency (including intra-
region and part of inter-region networks), the proxy adopts an eager
mode, sending messages eagerly to the corresponding data center
as soon as they are computed. In eager message interaction, the
sender proxy can proactively determine when to send the messages
to the other proxy. In contrast, for the part of the network with
high latency, the sender proxy adopts a lazy mode in which the
receiver proxy decides when to fetch messages from the lazy sender
proxy. Specifically, in the receiver proxy, when the cached messages
tend to achieve local convergence, and no external messages are
received, a "fetch" request is sent to the corresponding data center.
Correspondingly, the sender proxy keeps accumulating messages
and sends the accumulated messages when receiving the "fetch"
request, which we name lazy message interaction.

How to choose the message interaction mode? Here we propose
an adaptive strategy to switch the mode based on the network fluc-
tuation and message traffics. We define τ as the average bandwidth
of the global network and µ as the maximum message size for the
remote vertices of each proxy’s record in InterTable. During the
execution, each proxy counts the average transmission data size
Sδ t and average network transmission rate Rδ t in the time window
∆T , and adaptively selects the message interaction mode based on
their ratio: if Sδ t /Rδ t < λ · µ/τ , the proxy will execute in eager
mode and otherwise switch to lazy mode. Here λ is a configurable
parameter, which is set to 0.6 in our experiments.

The structure of the engine is shown in Figure 4. The engine
contains the proxies for message interaction between Dk and Dl .
Proxies on different links in the data center can exhibit different
eager/lazy modes. The message interaction engine of each proxy
includes a detector and a switcher. The detector is responsible for

Algorithm 1: Discrepancy-Aware Message Filtering
input :MessagesM that sequentially come
output :Cached messages partitioned in buckets

1 δB1 = δB∗1 , δB2 = δB∗2;
2 form inM do
3 Assignm to Bi if value ofm falls in range of Bi ;
4 if |B3 | ≤ γ

∑3
i=1 |Bi | then

5 if |B2 | ≥ σ |B1 | then

6 δk =
δBk−11 +δBk−12

2∆xk
;

7 δBi =
δBi
δk

(i = 1, 2);
8 Reassign cached messages based on δB1, δB2;

recording Sδ t and Rδ t , while the switcher decides which mode
to use and notifies the remote proxy. Note that the intra-region
networks use the eager mode by default.

4.2 Discrepancy-Aware Message Filtering
Due to the skewed distribution of practical graph structures [29, 73]
and heterogeneity of the WAN networks, the values of messages
are highly discrepant: (1) different vertices generate messages with
different importance. The larger the change in the vertex state, the
more possibly it produces significant updates; (2) due to imbalanced
communications, a vertex may receive discrepant messages gener-
ated at different iterations, leading to inefficient communications.

Basic Idea. RAGraph employs buckets with adaptive ranges to fil-
ter important messages to reduce the impact of network status on
message filtering. Specifically, each proxy maintains the messages
to be propagated and assigns them to different buckets according to
their values. Those unimportant messages (i.e. with a small change
in value) will be delayed until they have accumulated enough im-
portance. With the values of overall messages decreasing along
with iterations, the ranges of the buckets adaptively vary to capture
current important messages.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudocode of the discrepancy-aware
message filtering strategy in a proxy. Each proxy in RAGraphmain-
tains 3 buckets B1, B2, and B3, storing unimportant, lowly important,
and highly important messages respectively. The ranges of B1, B2,
and B3 are denoted as (0, δB1], (δB1, δB2], and (δB2,∞), respec-
tively. Each message will be categorized into buckets based on its
value (line 3). If the number of messages in B3 is below a ratio of
the total number of messages, the system will decrease the ranges
of buckets because the highly important messages are rare (lines
6-8). The ranges of buckets will be divided by a unified variable δk ,
and thus the ratio of δB1 to δB2 stays invariable. Formally, we let

δk =
δBk−11 + δBk−12

2∆xk
, δBki =

δBk−1i
δk

for i = 1, 2

where ∆xk denotes the average value of outgoing messages at time
tk . By dividing δk , the average value of messages is exactly at the
middle of B2. Thus, the distribution of message values can be well
depicted. Figure 5 illustrates the process of the strategy in a proxy.

Detection of Shifting Distribution. We may encounter a situ-
ation that |B3 | ≤ γ

∑3
i=1 |Bi | while at the same time |B2 | ≪ |B1 |.

Such a fluctuating distribution counters the intuition that B2 should
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contain a number of messages due to the continuously decreasing
process of the ranges. In practice, |B2 | ≪ |B1 | indicates that a con-
siderable number of messages are still passing in the network and
have not been received, which is caused by the gap between com-
putation and communication. In such a case, we choose to make
the buckets unchanged until the shifting stops. Thus, we addition-
ally require |B2 | ≥ σ |B1 | (line 5 in Algorithm 1) to avoid shifting
distribution from the decrease of ranges.

5 SYSTEM
We design and implement RAGraph, a graph processing system for
geo-distributed environments. It is developed based on libgrape-
lite [4], an open-source version of GRAPE [24]. Below we discuss
the implementation details of distinctive components.

Data Preprocessing. Graph data is preprocessed to fit the Region-
Aware framework before the computation task starts. RAGraph
utilizes the CSC/CSR format to classify and store interior subgraph
information and constructs InterTable in proxy to quickly distin-
guish the roles of vertices. During loading data, each data center
loads the local subgraph and globally shares the characterizations
cached in InterTable for subsequent computation by proxy. For ex-
ample, PageRank needs to provide the vertex’s out-degree for the
proxy to compute the optimization of the ping-pong effect.

Homomorphic Encryption. RAGraph provides homomorphic
encryption (HE) [70] interfaces to protect the users’ data from other
parties. To get the results without leaking each party’s original mes-
sages and graph topology, HE allows a third party to compute on
encrypted data without knowing the explicit values in advance.
We use an open-source software library HElib [33] to perform
RAGraph’s homomorphic encryption operators. The Region-Aware
framework enables each proxy to uniformly manage the message
interaction on one party’s boundary, which well supports the execu-
tion of HE. RAGraph’s runtime optimizations on cross-datacenter
messages in Section 4 can reduce the number of transmission mes-
sages, thus reducing the computation cost caused by HE.

Termination Checker. The termination check module is executed
in the lazy interaction mode detection phase and global conver-
gence. A convergence threshold Θ determines if the vertex states
are close enough to the stable states. The module checks the con-
vergence of each data center using a dedicated thread. Since each
data center executes without coordination, the module uses the
AllReduce operation to perform global synchronous statistics and
distribute the results to each data center.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
6.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets and Test Algorithms.We use five real-world datasets (see
Table 2) in our experiments, including Web-Google [1], Enwiki-
2013 [13], Arabic-2005 [2], UK-2005 [3], and Twitter-2010 [12].
Graphs are partitioned in the common uniform-chunk strategy
unless otherwise stated. That is, vertices are ordered in their local
IDs and uniformly partitioned in different data centers. We use
four typical monotonic graph algorithms in the experiments, in-
cluding PageRank [74], Penalized Hitting Probability (PHP) [67],

Table 2: Dataset Description

Graph Vertices Edges Abbreviation

Web-Google [1] 916,428 6,078,250 GL
Enwiki-2013 [13] 4,203,323 101,311,614 WK
Arabic-2005 [2] 22,744,080 639,999,458 AB
UK-2005 [3] 39,459,925 936,364,282 UK
Twitter-2010 [12] 41,652,230 1,468,364,884 TW

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) [14] and Connected Compo-
nents (CC) [37].

Competitors. We compare RAGraph with a representative dis-
tributed graph processing system, GRAPE [24], and two state-of-
the-art geo-distributed graph processing systems, Monarch [39]
and GeoGraph [71]. All competitors and the corresponding test
algorithms are implemented on top of libgrape-lite [4].

Environments. All algorithms are implemented in C++, and the
average result of three runs is reported. AliCloud ECS clusters
from five regions are chosen as geo-distributed data centers for
evaluation, including Qingdao, China; Singapore; Sydney, Australia;
Frankfurt, Germany; Virginia, USA. Each data center is allocated
16 AliCloud ecs.r5.2xlarge instances (8vCPU, 64GB memory).

6.2 Overall Performance
We first evaluate the overall performance of RAGraph, including
running time and WAN cost, by comparing it with competitors.

Running time. Figure 6 shows the running time of PageRank, PHP,
SSSP, and CC algorithms in the compared systems. As can be
seen from the results, RAGraph outperforms others in all cases.
Specifically, RAGraph achieves 2.72× - 40.53× (8.13× on average)
speedup over GRAPE, 2.26× - 9.31× (4.86× on average) speedup over
Monarch, and 1.69× - 7.3× (2.97× on average) speedup over Geo-
Graph.RAGraph does perform iterative graph algorithms efficiently
in geo-distributed environments. This is attributed to RAGraph’s
unique message interaction and communication optimization de-
signs, which accelerate global message interaction, eliminate coor-
dinated waiting times, and reduce the data transmission between
data centers. Notably, the gap between RAGraph and other com-
petitors on PageRank and PHP is more significant than that on CC
and SSSP. This is because PageRank and PHP require more itera-
tions to reach convergence, and RAGraph can avoid the coordinated
waiting times between iterations.

WAN cost.Wemeasure the transmitted data size across data centers
via WANs for each system. Figure 7 shows the WAN cost of each
system. As can be observed, RAGraph incurs the smallest WAN
cost on all tested conditions. Specifically, RAGraph reduces WAN
cost by 40.2% - 97% (73% on average) compared with GRAPE, 30% -
96.8% (67.8% on average) compared withMonarch, and 20.9% - 87.2%
(49.6% on average) comparedwith GeoGraph. Besides,RAGraph has
less improvement compared with GeoGraph on SSSP than on other
algorithms. This is probably because, in SSSP, only a few important
messages (those leading to a shorter distance) activate the update of
the vertex state. Therefore, in SSSP, the proposed message filtering
optimization is not as effective as other test algorithms.
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Figure 6: Running time comparison.
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Figure 7: WAN cost comparison.

6.3 Performance Gain Analysis
The performance of RAGraph mainly comes from the flexible
Region-Aware framework and two runtime optimizations for
heterogeneous-aware message passing. In this subsection, we quan-
titatively analyze the gain from the framework and the runtime opti-
mizations. Specifically, we report the running time andWAN cost of
the test algorithms by successively enabling RAGraph components,
including Region-Aware framework, adaptive hierarchical message
interaction, and discrepancy-aware message filtering, which we
denote RA, RA +Hi, and RAGraph respectively. The results are com-
pared with the traditional synchronous graph processing system
libgrape-lite [4] and its asynchronous version modified based on
Maiter [74], which we denote Sync and Async, respectively.

The normalized running time and WAN cost of Sync, Async,
RA, RA +Hi, and RAGraph for PageRank and SSSP are reported in
Figure 8. The results for PHP and CC show a similar trend, and
we omit the figures due to space limitations. The running time of
the RAGraph is reported as the unit time (i.e., 1). From Figure 8,
one can find that the running time and WAN cost are reduced after
applying each component of RAGraph in turn. Specifically, Region-
Aware framework can achieve 1.09× - 2.06× speedup comparedwith
Sync, and 1.56× - 3.8× speedup compared with Async. By further
enabling the adaptive hierarchical message interaction, RA +Hi
achieves 1.33× - 1.67× speedup and reduces 16% - 40.1% WAN cost
compared with RA. Finally, the discrepancy-aware message filtering
method lead to a 2.03× - 6.58× speedup and a 43.7% - 94.7% reduction
in WAN cost. This validates the efficacy of the proposed Region-
Aware framework and optimization strategies. Another observation
is that Async produces the largest running time and WAN cost in
most cases. This verifies our claim in Section 1 that traditional
distributed graph processing systems cannot solve the problems in
geo-distributed environments well. Besides, compared with Sync,
the gain of running time from the Region-Aware architecture (i.e.,
the gap between RA and Sync) is more significant than that of WAN
cost. This indicates that the Region-Aware framework can largely
eliminate coordinated waiting times in Sync.

Figure 9 shows Sync, Async, and RAGraph with and without
discrepancy-aware message filtering method in terms of WAN cost

Table 3: Cost of Region-Aware Framework
Region-Aware Framework Applied/Not Applied
Dataset Memory Usage Computation Cost

GL 2.02x 1.24x
WK 1.55x 1.15x
AB 1.37x 1.22x
UK 1.63x 1.17x
TW 1.41x 1.38x

on the GL graph. The blue columns represent the improvement
caused by the discrepancy-aware message filtering method. Specifi-
cally, the discrepancy-aware message filtering method reduces 20%
- 25% WAN cost for Sync, 47% - 55% WAN cost for Async, and 55% -
59% WAN cost for RAGraph. RAGraph obtains a more significant
gain from the discrepancy-aware message filtering method than
Sync and Async. In addition, Async also has significant benefits, but
is still limited by the frequent message transmission in execution.

6.4 Performance Breakdown
As discussed in Example 1, the overall runtime consists of computa-
tion, communication, and blocking time. To study the effect of each
component on RAGraph, we run PageRank and SSSP on the TW
graph and profile the running time of each component recorded in
the data center in Singapore. The result is shown in Figure 10. We
can see that the communication and blocking take up most of the
running time. Compared with competitors, RAGraph eliminates
the blocking time and generates the least communication.

We further study the additional memory and computation cost
in RAGraph, which comes from vertex replica maintenance on In-
terTable and ping-pong effect optimization. We run PageRank on
all five graphs and record the memory usage and running time
before and after applying the InterTable and Region-Aware opti-
mizations. As reported in Table 3, InterTable and Region-Aware
optimizations lead to an average of 1.59× memory usage and 1.23×
computation cost, respectively. However, compared with the benefit
of communication and blocking time reduction (as shown in Figure
10), the additional computation is lightweight. On the other hand,
the memory requirement can be solved by adding instances as the
computation resources are sufficient in geo-distributed data centers.
In summary, it is worthwhile to adopt InterTable and Region-Aware
optimizations in geo-distributed graph processing.
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Figure 8: Performance gain from RAGraph.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity tomessage filtering.
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Figure 10: Performance Breakdown.
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Figure 11: Performance under skewed chunk.
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Figure 12: Performance under Fennel.
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Figure 13: Sensitivity to network status.
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Figure 16: Performance on HE.

6.5 Effect of Data Partition
We explored the performance impact of different data partition cases
in geo-distributed environments. We compare the performance of
systems on the TW graph under different data partition strategies
to evaluate RAGraph. For the skewed chunk partitioning strategy,
vertices are partitioned into h parts: the i-th part contains a ratio
i/(

∑h
j=1 j) of vertices. As shown in Figure 11, RAGraph can achieve

2.23× - 5.02× (3.56× on average) speedup and 41% - 74.9% (57.3%
on average) WAN cost reduction compared with competitors. In
addition, the speedup is more significant under the skewed chunk
strategy than uniform-chunk (i.e., the results in Figure 6), with
a 9.8% - 24.8% improvement. This validates the efficiency of the
RAGraph under a skewed partitioning strategy.

For the uniform partitioning strategy, we additionally test the
performance under the advanced partitioning strategy Fennel [60].
Figure 12 reports the results of the different systems on the TW
graph. RAGraph outperforms others and achieves 2.45× - 4.22×
speedup and 42% - 77% WAN cost reduction compared with com-
petitors. Notably, compared with uniform-chunk strategy (i.e., the
results in Figure 7), it saves 60% of WAN cost on PageRank and 45%
on SSSP. The results on different partitioning strategies indicate
that RAGraph is feasible for data with various partitions.

6.6 Sensitivity to Network Heterogeneity
This subsection evaluates the impact of network heterogeneity on
the systems.We use different data center locations around the world
to build low/medium/high-heterogeneity networks. Specifically, the
low-heterogeneity network is constructed based on data centers

in China (including Beijing, Shanghai, Qingdao, Hangzhou, and
Guangzhou); the medium-heterogeneity network is based on Asia-
wide data centers (including Tokyo, Japan; Singapore; Seoul, Korea;
Beijing, China; and Mumbai, India); and high-heterogeneity net-
work is based on worldwide data centers (see Section 6.1). Figure 13
shows the result of PageRank and SSSP in different systems on
theWK graph. Compared with the competitors, RAGraph achieves
1.22× - 2.43× speedup on the low-heterogeneity network, 1.7× - 2.79
× speedup on the medium-heterogeneity network, and 2.25× - 5.98
× speedup on the high-heterogeneity network. Besides, RAGraph
shows substantial superiority on the high-heterogeneity network,
which validates the effectiveness of the Region-Aware framework.

6.7 Sensitivity to Parameter Settings
We evaluate the impact of the two configurable parameters, i.e., λ
and Θ, which control the eager/lazy mode switching in Section 4.1
and the algorithm convergence, respectively. We run PageRank on
WK graph, varying Θ from 10−7 to 10−1 and λ from 0.2 to 0.8. For
the experiment associated with λ, we normalize the running time
of all cases with λ = 0.2 as unit time. As shown in the lower part
of Figure 14, as λ increases, more proxies turn into eager mode but
may suffer high latency networks resulting in inefficiencies, and
RAGraph reaches its best performance when λ is set to 0.6. For the
experiment associated with Θ, we run Pagerank on RAGraph and
GRAPE and report the speedup of RAGraph over GRAPE under dif-
ferent Θ. As shown in the upper part of Figure 14, the convergence
threshold change has less effect on the effectiveness of RAGraph.
Users can choose arbitrary convergence threshold according to
their requirements.
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6.8 Scalability
We test the scalability of RAGraph by enlarging the number of
data centers. As the number of data centers increases, more cross-
datacenter messages will be triggered, which limits the performance
of the systems. To evaluate the impact of scaling the number of
data centers on RAGraph, we run PageRank with the number of
geo-distributed data centers varying from 2 to 8. Using the TW
graph, the whole is partitioned into the corresponding number of
parts placed in each data center using the uniform-chunk method.
We take the running time on 2 data centers as the baselines, and
Figure 15 shows the result from RAGraph and the competitors. As
the number of data centers increases, GeoGraph and RAGraph grow
slower than GRAPE and Monarch, and RAGraph performs the best.
GeoGraph derives scaling gain from the clustering of data centers.
While the more independent region computation and communica-
tion optimization allow RAGraph to gain better scalability.

6.9 Performance on Homomorphic Encryption
We finally evaluate the performance of RAGraph and other com-
petitors under RAGraph’s homomorphic encryption (HE) module.
Since the competitors do not contain encryption functions, we port
the HE module to Monarch and GeoGraph such that they can per-
form geo-distributed computation under HE. The total computation
time of HE is reported. Figure 16 shows the normalized time of
HE in different systems, and RAGraph can achieve a 2.32× - 5.97×
speedup over Monarch and a 1.43× - 2.96× speedup over GeoGraph.
We can see that RAGraph requires a shorter running time on the
HE module than Monarch and GeoGraph, and a similar trend can
be observed in WAN cost (see Figure 7). This is reasonable as each
cross-datacenter data transmission always causes a computation
and transmission of encrypted data. Hence, the total computation
cost is proportional to the WAN cost of the RAGraph without HE.

7 RELATEDWORKS
Distributed Graph Data Processing. A large number of tradi-
tional distributed graph processing systems [15, 19, 20, 24, 30, 31,
42, 44, 45, 56, 57, 68, 73–75, 78] have been developed for large-scale
graph data analysis. The Bulk Synchronous Parallel model [61] is
introduced into graph processing by Pregel [45] and adopted by
most distributed graph processing systems [24, 30, 78]. While some
systems, such as GraphLab [44], Maiter [74], and GRAPE+ [21], use
the asynchronous parallel model (AP) to eliminate synchroniza-
tion overhead. PowerSwitch [68] uses a hybrid mode for adaptive
switching between sync and async during computation. Galois [48]
and Priter [73] design priority scheduling from the algorithmic per-
spective, but may be limited by the impact of network transmission
status on data scheduling. LazyGraph [65] involves replicas in local
computation and sets a global sync data coherency stage to get a
global view of replicas for lazy data consistency. The difference is
that RAGraph does not require the proxy to do any global sync
interaction and get the eventual consistency. Fan et al. [22, 23]
perform a partial evaluation to compute local answers, and the co-
ordinator assembles local answers to get the complete query result.
Differently, RAGraph focuses on iterative graph algorithms, where
the local partial evaluation of vertices spans multiple iteration steps
and allows assembling an arbitrary number of partial messages

instead of complete messages at different moments. Several other
works [29, 34, 42, 50, 58, 60, 69] focus on optimizing graph partition
and have been proven to significantly reduce communication cost,
which are orthogonal to the optimization of the RAGraph.

RAGraph is inspired by previous distributed systems but pro-
poses a more purposeful design to run over the heterogeneous and
fluctuating networks in geo-distributed environments.

Geo-Distributed Data Analysis. Several works focus on design-
ing more efficient big-data analysis frameworks in geo-distributed
environments. For example, Medusa [18] allows geo-distributed
computationwithout modifying the Hadoop semantics. GeoDis [17]
optimizes data-intensive jobs by considering data localization
and migration. Both of them are MapReduce-based. Lube [76],
Tetrium [38], etc., are Spark-based frameworks. Lube reduces the
response time by optimizing runtime bottlenecks, and Tetrium con-
siders network and computational resources to achieve multiple
resource allocation. Gaia [36] is a geo-distributed ML system that
uses an approximate BSPmodel to eliminate useless communication
across data centers. Besides, there are other systems that support
database queries [43, 64] and stream data processing [40, 53]. How-
ever, the above systems are designed for general data analysis,
query, or resource allocation [9], and cannot be adapted to the
iterative nature and complex dependencies of the graph algorithms.

Some graph processing systems are designed for geo-distributed
environments [39, 71, 77]. PGPregel [77] is a graph processing sys-
tem focusing on geo-distributed privacy protection by integrating
differential privacy. It assumes a certain tolerance for errors in the
results. In contrast, RAGraph utilizes HE to obtain accurate results.
Monarch [39] reduces the global communication cost by optimiz-
ing the local computation under the GAS model. GeoGraph [71]
reduces WAN usage through hierarchical clustering. The difference
is that RAGraph focuses on the layering and heterogeneity of the
network while considering the effects of network fluctuation.

8 CONCLUSION
We design and implement RAGraph, which consists of a Region-
Aware framework and two runtime optimizations for geo-
distributed graph processing. Firstly, we design a Region-Aware
framework based on three helpful observations: the ping-pong
effect optimization for accelerating inefficient global updates, a
two-layer view for coordination-free message interaction, and a
replaceable communication strategy for network congestion. Fur-
thermore, we develop the adaptive hierarchical message interaction,
in which two types of message interaction modes are allowed, and
RAGraph could adaptively choose the message interaction mode
based on network status and message traffics. Lastly, we introduce
a discrepancy-aware message filtering strategy to adaptively filter
important messages in a discrepancy range of messages.
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